We developed a framework to evaluate a key quantity to describe the ionic diffusion in solids, the correlation factor, for which we can apply the quantum annealing computation to get rid of the current limitation for the evaluation being possible only for the simple models far from the practical diffusion paths. Though the current ab initio technique can provide the quantitative information about the diffusion paths network, the difficulty to evaluate the coefficient has hampered to connect such microscopic ab initio works with macroscopic quantities like diffusion coefficients. By applying the framework, we can evaluate how the diffusion coefficients are controlled by temperatures, pressures, atomic substitutions etc. when coupled with ab initio technique. We formulated the problem in terms of the mapping into a quantum spin systems described by the Ising Hamiltonian. Calibrating verifications to get a value of the coefficient already known for a simple model is performed on the comparisons amongst various possible methods including simulated quantum annealing on the spin models, the classical random walk, and the matrix description for the problem. We have confirmed that all the evaluations give consistent results with each other though some of the conventional approaches require infeasible computational costs supporting the advantage of the quantum annealing application.
INTRODUCTION
The quantum annealing technique [1, 2] has intensively been applied to such challenging combinatorial optimizations [3] those are sorted into so-called NP-complete and NPhard problems [3] [4] [5] [6] . The applications recently include realistic problems such as, the vehicle routing problem (CVRP), optimizations of traffic amount [7] [8] [9] [10] , portfolio in investments [11] , scheduling problems [12] , digital marketings [13] , and the molecular similarity problem [14] .
In the annealing framework, an original optimization problem is treated to be mapped into a quantum spin systems described by the Ising Hamiltonian. [1, 2] The problem is then solved as a searching of optimum spin configurations to minimize the energy of the Hamiltonian. In the framework it is ensured to be avoided from the local minumum problem in the optimizations due to the quantum tunneling (or to say the virtual hopping to high energy configurations). It is notable to point out that the quantum framework is getting to be a popular tool to solve such optimization problems found in our common life those are usually found in the classical world. In this context, such an example for the annealing applied to the problems in the quantum world [14] seems to be rarely found. In the present study, we applied it to the topic of ionic diffusions in solid [15] , that is the one in the quantum world. The topic has been one of the important issues both in scientific and industrially in the field of materials science, originally attracted interests in the microscopic analysis of mechanical strengths [16] but recently getting more impacts in the inves-tigations for the efficiency of batteries because the ionic diffusions as the charge carriers matter in the solid electrolytes. [17] [18] [19] Amongst various mechanisms [15] for the ionic diffusions, we concentrate here on the vacancy mechanism, [15] where the ions are hopping only between the lattice sites being easily formulated. The macroscopic observable for the phenomena is the diffusion coefficients D. Though many ab initio electronic structure analyzes have been made on the phenomena, the direct knowledge obtained is just the microscopic 'easier paths' for the ion to be hopped to. The difficulty to connect the microscopic pictures to the macroscopic quantity is the counting of possiblem multiple scatterings of the coalescence between an ion and a vacancy [20] . The process is represented by the quantity f which is called as correlation factor [15, 20] . The evaluation of f is then identified as a key stone to connect the microscopic process analysis and the evaluation of the practically useful macroscopic quantity [20] . For the evaluation, we have to identify the optimum routing for a vacancy to hop around on the lattice sites for a given set of anisotropic easiness for the possible hopping. Such a routing problem can be an analogue to the classical ones those have been successfully treated by the annealing framework. Without that, the evaluation is far difficult to solved in the general cases, and so far only the limited cases with model simplicity (e.g., simple cubic lattice) are solved [15] . In the present work, we provide the way how to formulate the evaluation in terms of the annealing framework, and successfully show that the method is useful to overcome the difficulty unsolved arXiv:1912.13251v1 [quant-ph] 31 Dec 2019 within the conventional approaches.
FORMULATION

Correlation factor in diffusion mechanism
We consider a form of atomic diffusions where an atom to be considered ('tracer') hops onto a neighbouring vacancy site ('hole') which would be generated by thermal processes. Let the tracer be located on a site, α = S (Start), at the initial step (i = 0). Any hopping of the tracer onto neighbouring vacant sites generates a hole on α = S at i = 1. The hole then becomes a possible vacant site for the tracer to get back on α = S , as described like 'the hole pulls the tracer back at certain possibility'. The possibility typically reduces the effective stride of the tracer, f , from the original one (=1). The factor f is called the correlation factor of the diffusion, considered in this work.
FIG. 1. Two possible snapshots for a vacancy (white circles) to attract a tracer (white crosses at α = T ) back to its position, occurring at the step i = (N − 1). The horizontal direction toward the right (θ = 0) is defined to be identical to that of the diffusion flow to be considered. At the snapshots, a vacancy is located at one of the Z neighboring sites to α = T (Z=6 as an example in the panels), with its position specified by θ k . At the final step i = N, the vacancy gets to be located at α = T by exchanging the position with the tracer. In this example, θ k ranges as θ 1 = π, θ 2 = β + γ, θ 3 = β, θ 4 = 0, · · · . While the panel (a) corresponds to a typical 'pulling-back', the panel (b) shows such a possibility rather described by 'pulling-forward', making the correlation factor f larger than the unity.
While the simplest picture would be an immediate 'pullback' made by a vacancy at α = S when i = 2, we have to take into account further varieties for a vacancy to attract a tracer when i ≥ 3 after the vacancy itinerating around. We shall therefore set the final state (where the vacancy is about to attract a tracer) as follows: Let the site α = T where the tracer is finally attracted back to the neighboring vacancy when i = (N − 1). The vacancy is then located at α = T when i = N. To specify the geometry, let θ = 0 be the direction of the diffusion flow with a radius vector centered at α = T (Fig. 1 ). Let the number of neighboring sites to α = T be Z, which locations are specified by θ k . A pulling back attracted by a vacancy at θ k is then contributing to the diffusion by its projection, cos θ k . Letting P k be the probability distribution to get a vacancy at a specific θ k amongst Z when i = (N − 1), the 'averaged projection',
matters to the correlation factor. Further consideration is required to take into account the fact that a pulling-back process itself is also subject to a pulling-back. Such multiple processes are finally convoluted into a form [20] as,
Taking the convention of θ defined in Fig. 1 , the factor ranges
Formulation using quantum annealing Hamiltonian
The evaluation of the correlation factor is therefore reduced to the calculation of the averaged projection given in Eq.(1). The mission of the simulations is to provide the probability, P k , which is obtained from the trajectories of a vacancy hopping to take the optimum paths in a given system. In terms of the position of the vacancy, we would like to know the optimum trajectories realized in a probability sense those satisfy the initial [α = S (i = 1)] and the final [α = T (i = N)] conditions. The probability distribution for the trajectory gives P k as its part at i = (N − 1).
The problem to get the optimum trajectories is well formulated as the routing problem solved by the quantum annealing, as described in the Sec.'Introduction'. Following the manner in the treatment, we shall introduce Ising spins to describe the time-developing position of the vacancy as follows: Let q α,i =1 when a vacancy is located at α-site at the step i, otherwise '=0'. The initial (final) condition is then described as q S ,1 = 1 (q T,N = 1). Under the conditions, the annealing framework is capable to provide optimum trajectories during i = 2 ∼ (N − 1). The probability to get q k,N−1 = 1 corresponds to P k in Eq.(1). A trajectory is expressed by a spin alignment q α,i dominated by a Ising Hamiltonian as [7] [8] [9] [10] ,
The first term describes the hopping of a vacancy between sites, α → β. The coefficient p α→β corresponds to the probability of the hopping, which would scale as a temperature (T ) dependence, p α→β ∼ exp ∆E α→β /T , where ∆E α→β is the barrier energy for the hopping, being possible to be evaluated by ab initio calculations [20] . The terms with λ 3 and λ 5 denote the initial and final conditions as the constraints. The term with λ 2 expresses the condition that only one vacancy exists over all the sites, namely, the problem assumption that we consider a single vacancy contribution to the pulling-back for f as the primary contribution, ignoring such multiple vacancies processes as secondary. The term with λ 4 means that the vacancy is never exchange the position with the tracer during i = 2 ∼ (N − 1) until i = N, as the problem assumption. The lacking of λ 1 is just because of the convention.
Evaluation of the correlation factor
A quantum annealing provides a set of snapshots of the spin configurations, q α,i , those are fluctuating around the most stable one, output in a sequence (say the number of the snapshots being L). Since each snapshot corresponds to a trajectory, we then obtain L individual trajectories those are realized in a probability manner. Getting L individual spins,
, we can evaluate P k as the probability distribution to find a vacancy at the k site with θ k . Taking enough number of the trajectories, L >> Z, we can estimate it as P k ∼ L k /L where L k is the number of the times we find a vacancy with θ k .
Though the scheme can give P k as described above, it is obtained within the finite size simulation usingĤ N . Noticing that trajectories with different N (the length to arrive at the coalescence with a tracer) are realized exclusively, the probability P k can be expressed as a sum of each exclusive contribution with different N, like
where P (N) k is the probability to find a vacancy at neighboring sites with θ k obtained by the simulation withĤ N . P (N) k is obtained as the ratio of the number of trajectories with θ k devided by the total number of trajectories within the simulation byĤ N .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Verificating benchmark
For some selected cases with simple lattices, it is possible to describe the multi-scattering wise processes for the correlation factor in terms of the recursion equations to get analytical solution [15] , as shown in Table I . The values given in Table I can be used for the calibration to prove our formulation and the implementation being properly working. We could actually reproduce the value for 2-dim. tetragonal lattice, f = 0.467 [21] , successfully by our averaging formulation, [Eq. (4)], as described below. Note that the analytical solution is obtained only for a quite limited case where the initial and the final positions of a tracer are just within a step (T = S +1) [22] , --14 -0.491 · · · · · · 32 -0.477 · · · · · · 492 -0.468 · · · · · · 502 -0.468 · · · · · · while our treatment is never limited within such an assumption. The present approach is therefore capable to provide interesting knowledge how much f is modified when going beyond the assumption which is not yet clarified so far by any other methods.
Though '(a) Quantum annealing computers (QAC)' is the ultimate implementation to count up trajectories to get the average, Eq. (4), the availability is still limited not only in the sense of financial budget, but also of the total number of Q-bits technically achieved. As explained later, our current availability enables us to try upto N max ∼ 5, which turned out to be far small to verify the calibration with 2-dim. tetragonal lattice ( f = 0.467 [21] ). As possible substitutes, we can list '(b) simulated quantum annealing (SQA) [23, 24] / path integral monte Carlo (PIMC) [25, 26] ', '(c) classical random walk (CRW)', and '(d) matrix updating (MU)', in the order being closer to (a). The feasibility for larger N max turned out to be limited except (d) for the following reasons. For '(b) SQA', the annealing time required to reduce the transverse magnetic field gets increasing when the system size is increased. To achieve the equilibrium with the Boltzmann distribution, the reduction should be made being scaling to a power law [26] , which gets slower as the system size gets larger. This increases the cost to get a trajectory, and hence the possible number of the trajectories obtained by a feasible cost gets to be limited, leading to larger error bars in the statistics in Eq. (4), as shown in Table II .
For '(c) CRW', the feasibility is assured upto N max =12 in the present case. The number of stochastic trials required to survey over all the possible paths is estimated amounting to ∼4N! for the system size N, leading to exploding cost being feasible only for smaller N. By using '(d) MU', we successfully verified the calibration by achieving upto N max =500, as described below (Table II ).
In the '(d) matrix updating (MU)', we consider the hopping of vacancyT
updating a 'field' at k step, F k , as
The field is described by a matrix 
where each element (i, j) corresponds to a location of hopping site. The value '1' on F 0 indicates the intial location of a vacancy. In the present case (2-dim. tetragonal lattice), we set t i j being isotropic and only finite between the nearest neighboring sites. The updating, eq.(5), then drives the field matrix as
The constraint for the vacancy not to coalesce with the tracer until the given final step N can be expressed as (F K ) i , j = 0 where (i , j ) is the location of the tracer site. After updating of the field matrix until N step, each matrix element shows how many trajectories being possible to give a vacancy at that site after N steps, from which we can evalulate P k . As shown in Table II , we could get convergence toward f = 0.467 by this method being feasible upto N = 500.
Feasibility of '(a) Quantum annealing computers (QAC)' is dominated by the available number of Q-bit, N (available) Qbit . Required number of Q-bits scales in the present case to the product of N max and the size of lattice (M × M in 2-dim. case). From the current maximum availability, N (available) Qbit = 2048, [27] the possible N (possible) max is estimated to 81 (= 2048/25), but reduced to around 5 for a user with practical budget situation. We note however that the computational limitation is directly linear to N (available) Qbit , being more promising than other methods like (b) and (c). CONCLUSION We developed a framework to evaluate correlation factors, a key quantity dominating ionic diffusions in solid materials to derive macroscopic diffusion coefficient. The coefficient describes the process for a vacancy attracting back a tracer even at the level of multiple-scattering wise repeatings. Direct counting-up of the possible processes is not feasible by the conventional computational tools and hence the coefficients has been available only for quite limited model cases where too simplified assumptions are made so that the process can be described in terms of recursion formulae. This has hampered to utilize microscopic informations obtained by ab initio approaches (rate to get vacancies, formation energies for a defect, energy barriers for the hopping etc.) for the evaluation of macroscopic diffusion coefficient. By using the framework developed, we verified that direct counting-up surely reproduce the results obtained previously by the recursion model treatment, as a calibration. The framework is promising to be performed by the quantum annealing computers with scaling up of the number of available Q-bits made intensively by recent technological efforts. By the virtue of direct countingup approach, its applicability is never restricted within special cases and hence we can investigate how much the diffusion coefficient is affected by the nano-level tuning of materials those are evaluated by ab initio calculations, applied to practical ionic hopping networks realized in realistic materials.
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